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For 11 years, the eight Harry Potter films have captivated fans of all ages. Harry Potter movies are

one of Hollywood's most successful franchises. Fans will enjoy growing up with Harry all over again

with the greatest images from the franchise.
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This calendar has lots of photos both from the films and behind the scenes - too many! These

squeeze the space for actual calendar. The squares on the calendar are too small to write many

notes in. Even if that weren't a problem, the pages are too busy for my tastes.

I love Harry Potter and this was a great calender with behind the scenes pictures and facts on it.

The only bad thing is the fact that they left out some of the main characters and dedicated a whole

month to smaller characters, like Slughorn.

I love Harry Potter. It has a lot of behind the scenes pictures. The free download able widget

calendar it says come with it can not work n my tablet or phone, because it needs flash, and Adobe

air. Other the that though it is great.

I love the calendar but the packaging was bad. The calendar was in a box too big for it along with

two books that were bouncing about freely with nothing to hold them in place, so the calendar

wound up with a bent corner but nothing earth shattering.It would have been nice if the sender



would have stabilized them.

being a harry potter fan, i thought this calendar was just ok. what i didnt like, was how small the

actual calendar section is. not enough room to write anything. unfortunately, i wont even be able to

use it.

This calendar is decent enough. All the photos are high quality. However, there is no month devoted

to Hermione Granger, one of the most important characters in the series. However, December is

devoted to Horace Slughorn. I was very disappointed when I made this discovery and would not

recommend anyone purchase this calendar.

So AMAZING!! I was so happy that I purchased this!! I love seeing the stills from the movies as the

images coming together in a collage on each page! Very cool.

service was great, the calendar in and of itself was good but the calendar widget, which is a major

reason for me buying this calendar, was just a lame WB logo instead of a different Harry Potter

character each month like ones in the past. I even sent in a complaint to the calendar manufacturers

and all I got back was a lame form email saying "they would look into it" and nothing since.
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